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The Parlor Stage,
1863

this 1885 book was written as a series of horrifying murders
occurred in herkimer county within the space of a few months
young w h tippetts hoping to take advantage of the hysteria
surrounding the murder of william druse by his wife roxy quickly
put together this description of every murder in the rural new york
state county since 1783

Parlor Dramas, Or, Dramatic Scenes
1857

tears in the parlor by tommy claffey tears in the parlor is a
timepiece of a functionally dysfunctional family during the 1940s
in boston it s based on real people with true stories and events it is
meant to be a lighthearted sometimes comical overview of
another era the people who lived it and many of the entities that
were so prevalent then and are now gone with no intended moral
message tears in the parlor is simply meant to be entertaining via
a visit back in time and with a feeling of being part of the family

The Parlor Muse
1884

how did advertising come to seem natural and ordinary to
magazine readers by the end of the nineteenth century the adman
in the parlor explores readers interactions with advertising during
a period when not only consumption but advertising itself became
established as a pleasure garvey argues that readers participation
in advertising rather than top down dictation by advertisers made



advertizing a central part of american culture garvey s analysis
interweaves such texts and artifacts as advertising trade journals
magazines addressed to elite middle class and poorer readerships
scrapbooks medical articles paper dolls chromolithographed trade
cards and contest rules she tracks new forms of fictional realism
that contained brand name references courtship stories and other
fictional forms as magazines became dependant on advertising
rather than sales for their revenues women s magazines led the
way in making consumers of readers through the interplay of
fiction editorials and advertising general magazines too saw little
conflict between these different interests instead advertising and
fiction came to act on one another in complex unexpected ways
magazine stories illustrated the multiple desires and social
meanings embodied in the purchase of a product garvey takes the
bicycle as a case study and tracks how magazines mediated
among competing medical commercial and feminist discourses to
produce an alluring and unthreatening model of women bicycling
in their stories advertising formed the national vocabulary at once
invisible familiar and intrusive advertising both shaped fiction of
the period and was shaped by it the adman in the parlor unearths
the lively conversations among writers and advertisers about the
new prevalence of advertising for mass produced nationally
distributed products

Murders of Herkimer County
2011-04

usa today bestselling author for the maccallisters frontier justice
runs in the family falcon maccallister couldn t duck his father s
legacy as a shootist in the wild west and he s never tried to a man
who lives between two worlds falcon has a reputation of his own
and it s about to plunge him into a different kind of war on a
stagecoach in southern arizona falcon is ambushed but the only



people who die are the shotgun guard and a beautiful young
indian woman returning from school in the east while falcon has a
choice to walk away a violent conflict is erupting among the
natives the dead woman was the daughter of a powerful chief with
links to geronimo and cochise and a tinderbox has been ignited
falcon knows that the innocent will die with the guilty if the
murderers aren t caught soon and falcon maccallister is the one
man who has the courage the gun and the bloodline to bring
justice to a wounded and violent land

Parlor Acting Charades
1876

includes the decisions of the supreme courts of massachusetts
ohio indiana and illinois and court of appeals of new york may july
1891 mar apr 1936 appellate court of indiana dec 1926 feb 1927
mar apr 1936 courts of appeals of ohio

Tears in the Parlor
2023-02-06

patty fairfield is a pretty well mannered graceful thoughtful and
smart 14 year old girl through the series of novels we follow her
from her childhood adventures to her adult years and marriage
contents patty fairfield patty at home patty s summer days patty
in paris patty s friends patty s success patty s motor car patty s
butterfly days patty s social season patty s suitors patty s fortune
patty blossom patty bride patty and azalea carolyn wells 1862
1942 was an american writer and poet she is known for her patty
fairfield series of novels for young girls



Parlor Charades and Proverbs
1859

this carefully crafted ebook patty s life adventures 14 novels in
one volume children s classics series is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents patty fairfield is a
pretty well mannered graceful thoughtful and smart 14 year old
girl through the series of novels we follow her from her childhood
adventures to her adult years and marriage table of contents patty
fairfield patty at home patty s summer days patty in paris patty s
friends patty s success patty s motor car patty s butterfly days
patty s social season patty s suitors patty s fortune patty blossom
patty bride patty and azalea carolyn wells 1862 1942 was an
american writer and poet she is known for her patty fairfield series
of novels for young girls

The Adman in the Parlor
1996-06-06

based on a true story comes a sweeping historical novel about a
beautiful con artist whose turn of the century escapades take her
around the world as she s doggedly pursued by a pinkerton
agency detective the novel opens in 1917 with our cunning
protagonist may dugas standing trial for extortion as the trial
unfolds may tells her version of events in 1887 at the tender age
of eighteen may ventures to chicago in hopes of earning enough
money to support her family circumstances force her to take up
residence at the city s most infamous bordello but may soon
learns to employ her considerable feminine wiles to extract not
only sidelong looks but also large sums of money from the men
she encounters insinuating herself into chicago s high society may
lands a well to do fiancé until that is a pinkerton agency detective



named reed doherty intervenes and summarily foils the
engagement unflappable may quickly rebounds elevating
seduction and social climbing to an art form as she travels the
world eventually marrying a wealthy dutch baron unfortunately
reed doherty is never far behind and continues to track may in a
delicious cat and mouse game as the newly minted baroness s
misadventures take her from san francisco to shanghai to london
and points in between the pinkerton agency really did dub may
the most dangerous woman branding her a crafty blackmailer and
ruthless seductress to many though she was the most glamorous
woman to grace high society was the real may dugas a cold
hearted swindler or simply a resourceful provider for her poor
family as the narrative bounces back and forth between the trial
taking place in 1917 and may s devious but undeniably
entertaining path to the courtroom hoodwinking and waltzing her
way through the gilded age and into the twentieth century we re
left to ponder her guilt as we move closer to finding out what fate
ultimately has in store for our irresistible adventuress

Revenge of Eagles
2011-05-26

turn of the century new york city midwife sarah brandt and
detective sergeant frank molloy are thrust into a twisted case of
murder when a seductress falls victim to her own charades

The New York State Reporter
1887

includes an excerpt from overcoming rejection



The Northeastern Reporter
1886

reproduction of the original patty fairfield by carolyn wells

The Extraordinary Life of Patty
2022-11-13

famous today as the creator of the reserved and scholarly
detective fleming stone carolyn wells was a prolific american
writer of popular mystery novels celebrated for their intricate plots
and engaging characters the first novel in the series the clue 1909
features on the haycraft queen cornerstone list of essential
mysteries throughout her career wells produced over 170 titles
including children s stories detective novels anthologies and
humorous and nonsense writings this ebook presents wells
collected works with numerous illustrations rare texts appearing in
digital print for the first time informative introductions and the
usual delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated with
images relating to wells life and works concise introductions to the
major texts 73 novels with individual contents tables features
many rare novels appearing for the first time in digital publishing
images of how the books were first published giving your ereader
a taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the texts the
complete patty fairfield and marjorie maynard series famous
children s books are fully illustrated with their original artwork
includes wells rare poetry collections available in no other
collection features wells seminal non fiction work the technique of
the mystery story features the author s autobiography the rest of
my life first time in digital print discover wells literary life scholarly
ordering of texts into chronological order and genres please visit
delphiclassics com to browse through our range of exciting titles



contents the fleming stone series the clue 1909 the gold bag 1911
a chain of evidence 1912 the maxwell mystery 1913 anybody but
anne 1914 the white alley 1915 the curved blades 1915 the mark
of cain 1917 vicky van 1918 the diamond pin 1919 raspberry jam
1920 the mystery of the sycamore 1921 the mystery girl 1922
feathers left around 1923 spooky hollow 1923 the furthest fury
1924 prillilgirl 1924 the daughter of the house 1925 the bronze
hand 1926 where s emily 1927 the crime in the crypt 1928 the
huddle 1936 murder in the bookshop 1936 murder will in 1942
who killed caldwell 1942 the alan ford series the bride of a
moment 1916 faulkner s folly 1917 the pennington wise series the
room with the tassels 1918 the man who fell through the earth
1919 in the onyx lobby 1920 the come back 1921 the luminous
face 1921 the vanishing of betty varian 1922 the affair at flower
acres 1923 wheels within wheels 1923 kenneth carlisle series
sleeping dogs 1929 the patty fairfield series all 17 patty fairfield
novels too many to list the marjorie maynard series all marjorie
novels the dorrance family series the dorrance domain 1905
dorrance doings 1906 the two little women series two little women
1915 two little women and treasure house 1916 two little women
on a holiday 1917 other novels abeniki caldwell 1902 eight girls
and a dog 1902 the gordon elopement 1904 the staying guest
1904 the matrimonial bureau 1905 the emily emmins papers 1907
dick and dolly 1909 betty s happy year 1910 ptomaine street 1921
face cards 1925 the deep lake mystery 1928 short stories
christabel s crystal 1905 an easy errand 1910 the adventure of the
mona lisa 1912 the adventure of the clothes line 1915 the poetry
and nonsense works many poetry works too many to list the non
fiction the technique of the mystery story 1913 the autobiography
the rest of my life please visit delphiclassics com to browse
through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this ebook as a
parts edition of individual ebooks



PATTY'S LIFE & ADVENTURES – 14
Novels in One Volume (Children's
Classics Series)
2016-11-27

containing original articles on timely topics full reports of
important cases and a quarterly digest of all recent criminal cases
american and english

Parlor Games
2013-01-15

over the threshold is the first in depth work to explore the topic of
intimate violence in the american colonies and the early republic
the essays examine domestic violence in both urban and frontier
environments between husbands and wives parents and children
and masters and slaves this compelling collection puts commonly
held notions about intimate violence under strict historical scrutiny
often producing surprising results

Dialogues and Monologues ... for Parlor
Performances
1885

this delightful collection brings together five short stories and
eight essays on writing by newbery medal winning author nancy
willard nancy willard s gift for bringing out the whimsical in all of
us illuminates this memorable anthology who invented water
celebrates the craft and magic of creating children s books in



becoming a writer willard admits she dislikes giving and receiving
advice she prefers telling a story with real life characters ranging
from members of her own family to jane austen rainer maria rilke
and charles dickens on stilts the well tempered falsehood explores
the fabulist art of storytelling the rutabaga lamp is a dreamy
delightful riff on how to read and write fairy tales in an
autobiographical piece her father s house erica theo and their
three year old son travel home for the funeral of erica s father as
the whole family gathers the heroine is hit with an onslaught of
memories willard style the tailor who told the truth is morgon axel
who tells nothing but lies until the day a wild boar comes into his
shop this ebook includes an introduction by robert pack former
director of the bread loaf writers conference

Murder on Washington Square
2002-04-02

reprint of the original first published in 1876

Pigs in the Parlor
1973

reprint of the original first published in 1875

The Dark Secret
1875

in the late 1800s the bright sun shining on upper michigan s
copper country reflects all the way to finland it welcomes
impoverished finlander matt aho to a flourishing life in the small
town of winona he makes his way to america before the turn of the



century eager to create a new home for his wife and children years
later when matt finally summons his family to join him his
daughter juliana must leave behind the man she loves to take the
long journey across the sea for juliana her relationship with frans
lammi defines and shapes her future and she cannot imagine life
without him being apart brings great pain to them both but frans
resolves to join juliana as soon as he possibly can when that great
day comes juliana and frans embrace their future together in this
amazing country marry and start a family frans works in the
copper mines a difficult and deadly occupation while juliana keeps
their home and gives birth to eight children throughout all the
hardships and struggles their deep love sustains them creating a
treasured legacy for their children a moving testament to the
challenges faced by immigrants and filled with the history of upper
michigan meet me in winona is also a touching love story filled
with hope and courage

Patty Fairfield
2018-04-05

the house on the cliff first published in 1927 is the second of the
original hardy boys adventures when fenton hardy the famous
private detective and father of the hardy boys asks his sons to
help him with his latest case frank and joe find themselves up
against a ruthless criminal named felix snattman whose business
is smuggling stolen drugs

Godey's Lady's Book
1878

from the tenements to the town houses of nineteenth century new
york midwife sarah brandt and detective sergeant frank malloy



never waiver in their mission to aid the innocent and apprehend
the guilty now the latest novel in the edgar nominated series finds
sarah and malloy investigating the murder of a knickerbocker club
member who was made to pay his dues sarah brandt s family is
one of the oldest in new york city and her father felix decker takes
his position in society very seriously he still refuses to resign
himself to his daughter being involved with an irish catholic police
detective but when a member of his private club the very
exclusive knickerbocker is murdered decker forms an uneasy
alliance with detective sergeant frank malloy to solve the crime as
discreetly as possible malloy soon discovers that despite his social
standing the deceased chilton devries was no gentleman in fact he
s left behind his own unofficial club of sorts populated by everyone
who despised him as he and sarah sort through the suspects it
becomes clear to her that her father is evaluating more than the
detective s investigative abilities and that on a personal level
there is much more at stake for malloy than discovering who
revoked devries membership permanently

The Eastern Reporter
1886

Delphi Collected Works of Carolyn
Wells (Illustrated)
2019-04-26

The Land We Love
1866



The Criminal Law Magazine and
Reporter
1887

The Christian Parlor Magazine
1849

Over the Threshold
2014-04-08

The Christian Parlor Book
1849

Godey's Lady's Book, and Ladies'
American Magazine
1878

Exhibition and Parlor Dramas
1879



Angel in the Parlor
2014-04-22

Parlor Amusements for the Young Folks
2024-06-14

Parlor Amusements for the Young Folks
...
1876

Silver Star; Or, The Mystery of Fontelle
Hall
1861

Mysteries of Crime, as Shown in
Remarkable Capital Trials
1870

Public and Parlor Readings. Prose and



Poetry for the Use of Reading Clubs,
and for Public, Social, and School
Entertainment. Dialogues and Dramas
2024-03-17

Meet Me in Winona
2010

The House on the Cliff
1901

The Freemason's Repository
1889

Murder on Fifth Avenue
2012-05-01

New Peterson Magazine
1882
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